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High-flux source system for matter-wave interferometry exploiting tunable interactions
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Atom interferometers allow determining inertial effects to high accuracy. Quantum-projection noise as well as
systematic effects impose demands on large atomic flux as well as ultralow expansion rates. Here we report on
a high-flux source of ultracold atoms with free expansion rates near the Heisenberg limit directly upon release
from the trap. Our results are achieved in a time-averaged optical dipole trap and enabled through dynamic
tuning of the atomic scattering length across two orders of magnitude interaction strength via magnetic Feshbach
resonances. We demonstrate Bose-Einstein condensates with more than 6×104 particles after evaporative cooling
for 170 ms and their subsequent release with a minimal expansion energy of 4.5 nK in one direction. Based on
our results we estimate the performance of an atom interferometer and compare our source system to a high
performance chip trap, as readily available for ultraprecise measurements in microgravity environments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum sensors based on atom interferometry [1–4] al-
low for the absolute determination of inertial effects to great
accuracy [5–9]. As such, they hold enormous potential across
a broad spectrum of research areas, encompassing earth ob-
servation, environmental monitoring, navigation, and resource
exploration. In fundamental physics they have been success-
fully used to test the weak equivalence principle [10–13],
challenge the fundamental assumptions of quantum mechan-
ics [14–17], and determine fundamental constants [18–20].
Recent proposals now aim for the search for dark matter
[21–23] and the detection of gravitational waves in fre-
quency bands complementary to those accessible using laser
interferometers [24–29].

In order to reach the required sensitivity levels, a
high atomic flux in combination with an extended pulse
separation time is necessary. To enhance the latter the use of
Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [30,31] presents a viable
approach. In comparison to thermal ensembles, BECs allow
for a superior control of systematic errors, yield higher signal-
to-noise ratios, and notably exhibit smaller expansion rates
[32,33]. While they readily attain expansion energies in the
nanokelvin regime, delta-kick collimation techniques [34] can
be employed for further reduction and values as low as 38 pK
have been demonstrated in a microgravity environment [35].
However, the initial preparation of a BEC can significantly
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increase the experimental cycle time and neutralize a potential
sensitivity gain. Considerable efforts have been invested in
overcoming this limitation by exploring rapid cooling
schemes. Source systems based on multilayer atom chips have
been demonstrated as a convincing solution for magnetically
trappable atoms and 87Rb in particular [36,37]. Their strong
confinement and high trap frequencies allow to realize BECs
with more than 1×105 atoms and repetition rates on the order
of 1 Hz, including less than 500 ms of evaporative cooling.
In a complementary approach, optical dipole traps (ODTs)
are used when dealing with atoms insensitive to magnetic
fields such as strontium or ytterbium or when experimental
constraints do not allow for the implementation of chips. In
these cases the issue is more severe as the inherent coupling
of trap depth and trap frequencies intrinsically counteracts
runaway evaporation at low intensity, resulting in evaporation
sequences taking up to tens of seconds. Previous attempts
to circumvent the corresponding scaling laws [38] include
the use of movable lens systems [39], time-averaged optical
potentials [40], or hybrid approaches incorporating laser
cooling on broad and narrow transitions [41] and direct
laser cooling in the ODT [42]. Most recently, machine
learning techniques have also been implemented, resulting
in evaporation ramps with durations below 200 ms [43].
Yet, most of these methods come with their own challenges
regarding final atom number, expansion energy, or condensate
fraction. Notably, optical setups which exhibit the same
performance as chip traps are still lacking.

In this paper we present a scheme to enhance evaporative
cooling of 39K in an ODT. Contrary to 87Rb, 39K offers the
advantage of broad Feshbach resonances [44] at low magnetic
fields, which can be used to tailor interactions [45]. By
combining an initial trap compression with a dynamic tuning
of the scattering length over two orders of magnitude and
trapping frequencies along the evaporation ramp, we realize
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the crossed ODT setup. A single-frequency laser source (Coherent Mephisto MOPA) is split into two
independent beams, allowing for up to 16 W per path. Beam waists were determined with a beamcam (DataRay TaperCamD-LCM), while the
crossing angle of the beams within the chamber was measured with vertical imaging. Time-averaged potentials are implemented with AODs
(AA Opto-Electronic DTSXY-400-1064), allowing us to independently modulate each beam’s center position in the horizontal and vertical
directions with a maximum modulation amplitude of 1.5 mm (resp. 1.8 mm for the secondary beam). In this paper, only the horizontal axes
of the AODs are modulated using a software defined radio (Ettus USRP X310) to provide the waveform, while the vertical axes are driven
with a constant frequency. For intensity stabilization, less than 0.1% of the optical power is detected by an amplified photodetector (Femto
OE-200) and used to control the diffraction efficiency of the AOD via a homebuild PID controller together with a voltage controlled attenuate
(MiniCircuits ZX73-2500-S+).

a nearly constant evaporation flux of 3×105 atoms/s for an
evaporation time ranging from 170 ms to 2 s. Furthermore,
tuning the scattering length to near zero thereafter offers
a straightforward way to obtain a momentum spread close
to the theoretical minimum, directly after release from the
trapping potential. Our source system improves the flux
performance of an ODT setup to that of a state-of-the-art
device, enabling future sensor setups with superior sensitivity
for a wider range of applications.

II. SOURCE SYSTEM

A. Ensemble preparation

Our ODT is created from two focused laser beams
at a wavelength of 1064 nm, crossing under an angle of
74 ◦ with natural beam waists of (24.5 ± 1.6) µm [resp.
(30.3 ± 3.2) µm] for the primary [secondary] beam at the
position of the atoms. A simplified overview of our setup is
presented in Fig. 1.

For loading we use an all-optical scheme without the need
for a magnetic trap as intermediate step. We first prepare
5×108 atoms at a temperature of (5.93 ± 0.07) µK using gray

molasses cooling on the D1 line [46] with the magneto-optical
trapping (MOT) setup and sequence as described in Ref. [47].
During the molasses step, we switch on the ODT and let
the atoms fall freely through it afterwards, loading the trap
within 50 ms. Implementing time-averaged optical potentials
by means of acousto-optic deflectors (AODs) we are not re-
stricted to the natural beam waists, but rather realize a trap
of harmonic shape and variable spatial size in the horizontal
plane [40]. Due to the Ramsauer minimum of 39K [48], direct
loading of traps deeper than 400 µK is unfavorable and we
always find the maximum loading efficiency at trap depths
between 60 and 80 µK. Instead of increasing the trap depth, we
therefore use 15.8 W of optical power per beam to increase the
center-position modulation amplitude via the AODs, creating
larger effective beam waists in the horizontal plane. Extending
the spatial overlap with the resulting pancake-shaped trap, we
improve mode matching of ODT and molasses. The maximum
atom number loaded into the ODT is achieved with equal
horizontal modulation strokes of 1.4 mm in the crossing re-
gion and a trap depth of (65 ± 7) µK. In this configuration
we load more than 2×107 atoms into the ODT. Compared to
the configuration without any spatial modulation, we hereby
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improve the loading performance by more than an order
of magnitude. Subsequently, we perform a multiloop state
preparation sequence as described previously in Ref. [47]
and ultimately prepare a total of (14.8 ± 0.5)×106 atoms in
|F = 1, mF = −1〉 with (10.7 ± 0.4)×106 atoms in the im-
mediate crossing region at a temperature of (7.14 ± 0.05) µK.
The high optical beam power together with the pancake shape
also offers the advantage of achieving a high vertical trap
frequency, resulting in a favorable initial phase space density
(PSD) of (1.18 ± 0.59)×10−3 in the crossing region prior to
evaporative cooling.

B. Evaporative cooling

The optimization of our evaporative cooling sequence is
based on the model provided in Ref. [40]. The time needed for
rethermalization is inversely proportional to the elastic colli-
sion rate �el ∝ Nω̄3a2/T for atom number N , temperature T ,
geometric mean of the trapping frequencies ω̄, and scatter-
ing length a, which therefore limits the speed of evaporative
cooling [50,51]. However, the efficiency of the process, and
consequently the number of condensed particles realizable
for given initial conditions, depends on the ratio β of the
evaporation rate to the remaining loss rates. In the case of
an ODT and evaporative cooling on time scales significantly
faster than the trap lifetime, the three-body recombination
rate �3b ∝ N2ω̄6a4/T 3 poses the dominant loss channel [52].
Hence β ≈ �el/�3b ∝ (N/ω̄3)(T/a)2, allowing us to optimize
evaporation trajectories for either large atom numbers or high
evaporation speed by choosing trapping frequencies and scat-
tering length, accordingly.

We optimize our evaporation sequence for a given total
evaporation time towards the largest number of condensed
particles, thus maximizing β, for a given value of �el. Extend-
ing beyond previous work [47], we do so by not operating
at a constant scattering length, but rather dynamically tun-
ing the interactions within six linear ramps in coordination
with the powers and spatial modulation of the optical beams.
Our optimized ramps in terms of trap depth, trap frequency,
and scattering length together with the resulting phase space
density are presented in Fig. 2. For all ramps the initial config-
urations are identical and highlighted with a black pentagon.
Each individual ramp duration is depicted in a different color.
Markers indicate the start and end points of the linear ramp
sections, at which we also measure atom number and temper-
ature to obtain the PSD. The optical power and modulation
stroke are always chosen such that the trap depth decreases
approximately exponentially with time constant τ as shown
in Fig. 2(a). For the ramps with a total duration below 1 s,
depicted in blue and red, we additionally perform a rapid
compression as a first step prior to reducing the trap depth
to increase the density of the ensemble. This allows us to
achieve the high trap frequencies required to ensure the nec-
essary evaporation rate for the short ramps early on, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). For the longer ramps, depicted in orange and
purple, lower evaporation rates are sufficient and hence we
choose frequencies comparable to the initial configuration.
Especially for the short ramps a high initial scattering length
of 1977+641

−387 a0 assists the compression, by maximizing the
rethermalization rate in the otherwise dilute sample. By this

FIG. 2. Ramps optimized for evaporative cooling on different
time scales with constant evaporative flux, together with the resulting
phase space densities. Along each of the four ramps, markers indi-
cate start and end points of the six sections, which are individually
optimized. Trap depths (a) and frequency curves (b) are obtained
from a simulation of the confining potential. Here, the error bands
are estimated as the 2σ -uncertainty interval via error propagation,
taking measurements of the beam waist, intensity, and geometry
within the chamber into account. For modeling the scattering length
(c) we follow Ref. [44], together with the properties of the individual
resonances as reported in Ref. [49]. Our experimentally determined
magnetic field uncertainty is used to assign the error bands. The
inset shows the overall behavior of the scattering length in between
the resonances at 32.6 and 162.8 G for atoms in |F = 1, mF = −1〉.
Magnetic field values used in this paper are highlighted by the shaded
area. To determine the PSD (d), we perform atom number mea-
surements at each marker position, averaging over 100 experimental
cycles. Temperatures are obtained from fitting the expansion velocity
to time-of-flight measurements of the ensemble size with data taken
between 1 and 30 ms of free fall with 1-ms spacing and at least four
measurements at each point in time.

we keep atom number loss associated with the related heating
process from the compression dT/dt = (ω̇/ω) T to a min-
imum. In any case, we proceed by exponentially reducing
the scattering length as shown in Fig. 2(c). By doing so, we
counteract the relative increase in losses from the temperature
reduction by reducing the scattering length, since temperature
and scattering length obey the same power law in β. Here,
evaporating in the vicinity of the broad Feshbach resonance at
32.6 G allows us to precisely tune the interactions as needed.
The behavior of the scattering length for a wider range of
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FIG. 3. Final particle numbers in the condensate, against total
evaporation time. Our previously achieved results with constant scat-
tering length in a 1960-nm trap are depicted with black pentagons,
while our current results with variable scattering length in the 1064-
nm trap are highlighted, following the color and shape coding of
Fig. 2. The error bars are given by the standard deviation of 100
measurements of the particle number for each point. For comparison,
the performance of other fast BEC sources is depicted with gray
upside-down triangles.

magnetic fields is depicted in the inset of Fig. 2(c), where
the magnetic field range used in this paper is highlighted
as a shaded gray area. For our shortest ramp we cross the
phase transition after a total evaporation time of 100 ms,
as indicated by the blue data point above the condensation
threshold at ζ (3/2) ≈ 2.612 in Fig. 2(d), while requiring a
total ramp length of 170 ms to achieve a quasipure condensate
of (6.14 ± 0.35)×104 particles.

The evaporation performance for all ramps in terms of
particle number is depicted in Fig. 3 and compared to pre-
viously obtained results. Note that the color and shape coding
resembles the one that was already used in Fig. 2. The method
presented here allows us to achieve evaporation durations
comparable to the machine learning enhanced case [43], but
with a 20-fold increase in atom number. Furthermore, unlike
the high-flux chip source in Ref. [36], we realize a nearly con-
stant evaporation flux of 3×105 atoms/s for evaporation times
between 170 ms and 2 s. For longer evaporation durations we
find a significant reduction in flux as losses associated with
the lifetime become non-negligible. Nevertheless, we realize
our largest BEC (green star) with (6.41 ± 0.28) × 105 atoms
after an evaporation time of 3.35 s (ramp not shown in Fig. 2).
Compared to our previous results with static scattering length
in a 1960-nm trap, depicted as black pentagons [47], we
increased the speed of our fastest sequence by a factor of
5 while maintaining the particle number and improved the
largest particle number by a factor of 4, as marked by the black
arrows.

C. Limited momentum spread

We further exploit the tunability of the atomic interactions
to minimize the expansion energy of the ensemble upon

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Expansion energy of the BEC at different scattering
lengths in horizontal (a) and vertical (b) direction. For each data
point we perform a TOF series, determining the ensemble size be-
tween 10 and 26 ms of free fall with 1-ms spacing and at least four
measurements per point. Contrary to the measurements performed
in Sec. II B we do not measure below 10 ms to avoid the resolution
limitation of our detection system. The insets show the TOF series for
the data taken at 308 a0, which are used together with the measure-
ments at 203 a0 to determine the trap frequencies, by fitting a scaling
approach, shown as solid lines, with the error band corresponding
to the stated trap frequency error. The error bars of the energy
measurements originate as one-sigma deviation from the fit error of
the expansion velocity and from the magnetic field uncertainty for
the scattering length. Error bands of the simulations are obtained via
a Monte Carlo method within the trap frequency interval.

release from the trap. Without interactions, the fundamental
limit for the one-dimensional momentum spread of a BEC
released from a harmonic potential is determined by the
oscillator length aho = [h̄/mω]1/2 with the corresponding
energy E = h̄ω/2kB, when expressed in units of Kelvin. In
experiments, larger energies are commonly observed as the
nonvanishing mean field energy acts as a repulsive force
upon release. Using a Feshbach resonance has already been
demonstrated as a viable approach to reach the fundamental
limit with BECs of cesium [53,54] and potassium [55]. We
here confirm these results and measure the expansion energy
for different scattering lengths by performing a least-square
fit of the ensemble expansion based on time-of-flight
(TOF) series (Fig. 4), which are useful for discussing the
performance of an atom interferometer in the next section.

After creating the BEC using the 1-s-long evaporation
ramp, we adiabatically sweep the magnetic field and perform
measurements at different scattering lengths between the
|F = 1, mF = −1〉 resonances at 32.6 and 162.8 G, as shown
by the gray shaded area in the inset of Fig. 2(c). Notably, the
broad minimum of 7.59 a0 at 104.1 G allows us to approach an
interaction free ensemble without the need for additional state
transfers, but explicitly does not allow for zero or negative
scattering lengths [45]. We then release the BEC from a trap
with initial frequencies {ωx, ωy, ωz} = 2π × {145.5 ± 7.3,

11.5 ± 0.6, 342 ± 17} Hz. Here, trap frequencies are
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extracted from subsequent TOF measurements using a
global fit on both datasets at a = (203 ± 6) a0 and 308+14

−13 a0,
allowing for a 5 % error (Fig. 4 insets). In this regime, we
model the ensemble’s dynamics during the TOF by solving
a scaling approach, assuming a parabolic spatial distribution
of the atomic density, consistent with the Thomas-Fermi (TF)
approximation [56,57]. The rms widths of the condensate
density are given by ρi(t ) = ρi(0) λi(t ) with scaling factor
λi(t ) and ρi(0) = Ri(0)/

√
7, for Ri(0) being the initial TF ra-

dius of the i direction [58]. As the interactions decrease the TF
approximation becomes less accurate, since the kinetic term
becomes more relevant. Hence the initial width can no longer
be described by the previous ρi(0), which would shrink to
zero, and it becomes preferable to describe the BEC dynamics
by a variational approach based on a Gaussian wave function
with rms width ρi(t ) for lower scattering length [59,60].

In Fig. 4 we observe a good agreement between the TF ap-
proximation (solid blue line) and the experimental data (black
points and triangles), for scattering lengths above 150 a0,
while the variational approach (dashed red lines) offers a bet-
ter agreement below. At (7.59 ± 0.01) a0 we find expansion
energies of (4.5 ± 0.7) nK [resp. (15.0 ± 2.2) nK] in the hor-
izontal [vertical] direction. For a vanishing scattering length,
e.g., realizable at 43.7 G for atoms in |F = 1, mF = 0〉, the
variational approach predicts a minimum expansion energy of
3.5 nK (8.3 nK).

III. EXPECTED INTERFEROMETER PERFORMANCE

We estimate the instability of an atom interferometer in
Mach-Zehnder geometry for a setup utilizing our source con-
figuration. We follow the calculations performed in Ref. [61]
for a Raman beamsplitter with 1.2-cm beam radius and a
pulse duration of tπ = 15 µs. At the standard quantum limit
the instability of the interferometer after integration time τ is
given by

σ (τ ) = 1

C
√

NkeffT 2
I

×
√

tcycle

τ
,

when neglecting the finite pulse duration. Its scaling with
[tcycle/N]1/2 results in the formerly stated requirement for
a high atomic flux. For our analysis we further divide the
cycle time into the time in between interferometry pulses
TI, the evaporation time tevap, and the remaining time tprep

used for loading the ODT, state preparation, and detection:
tcycle = tprep + tevap + 2TI. Following Ref. [62], we determine
the contrast C as the product of the excitation probabilities
from the atom-light interactions. Here, the final expansion
energy causes inhomogeneous Rabi frequencies, due to the
velocity acceptance and intensity profile of the Raman beams.
We calculate the resulting instability for different prepara-
tion times in combination with the evaporation times and the
lowest expansion energy we experimentally demonstrated in
the previous section. Additionally, we compare the obtained
results to the ones achievable with the chip trap.

Our experimental preparation time is limited to tprep =
7 s by MOT loading and the time required for the final
data transfer of the taken images. For our setup the total
atomic flux N/(tprep + tevap) scales beneficially with the longer

FIG. 5. Calculated instability of a Mach-Zehnder atom inter-
ferometer at the standard quantum limit using different source
configurations with our evaporation sequence. We show the expected
instability for different pulse separation times for an immediate
release from the trap (solid lines) and compare them to an interferom-
eter after performing an additional matter-wave collimation to 50 pK
(dashed lines). The shaded areas show the respective performance of
a chip-based source system with values taken from Ref. [36] for the
case of an immediate release from the trap and from Ref. [35] for the
DKC case.

evaporation ramps since we keep N/tevap constant. We hence
choose tevap = 1.95 s for benchmarking. Here the calculation
yields a minimum instability of 5×10−10 m/s2 at 1-s inte-
gration time, as indicated by the solid blue line in Fig. 5.
When comparing to the accessible values by the chip trap
directly after evaporative cooling, shown as the filled gray
band, this corresponds to an improvement by over an order
of magnitude, due to the smaller expansion energy of our
setup which offsets our longer preparation time. Naturally,
the results can be improved by a rapid MOT-loading scheme.
Preparation times below 1 s are readily achievable with an
intense atomic source as provided by a 2D+ MOT, combin-
ing a MOT in two dimensions with a pusher-retarder beam
configuration [63,64]. Even further reduction is possible when
considering cryogenic sources [65]. A reasonable prepara-
tion time of tprep = 500 ms already yields an instability of
3×10−10 m/s2 as depicted by the solid orange line in Fig. 5.
Additionally, such a setup allows us to access the regime
below 1×10−9 m/s2 even with our shortest evaporation ramp
of tevap = 170 ms and enables sensors whose cycle time is
entirely limited by the pulse separation time (yellow line).

Importantly, these results do not require additional matter-
wave collimation when minimizing interactions. However,
delta-kick collimation techniques can be implemented to ad-
ditionally reduce the expansion energy [34]. To estimate the
expected performance in this regime, we consider the method
that has already been demonstrated with an ODT on a long
baseline, realizing expansion energies of 50 pK [66]. For the
chip based source system we consider the current record of
38 pK which has been achieved in microgravity [35]. Since
both setups now feature similar expansion energies and our
evaporation sequences allow for similar cycle times we find
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the same instability regime below 5×10−11 m/s2 for both
apparatuses, as shown by the overlap of the dashed lines with
the area filled with a gray diagonal line pattern.

IV. OUTLOOK

We have demonstrated a rapid, all-optical source system
for large ensembles of quantum-degenerated 39K, reduced
its expansion energy by tuning atomic interactions, and cal-
culated the resulting instability of a Mach-Zehnder atom
interferometer at the standard quantum limit. Our analysis
yields a superior performance for short cycle times and es-
pecially enables sensors which can prepare atomic ensembles
well within the actual interferometry sequence. Hence the
presented sequence allows us to effectively reduce the dead
time in between measurements to zero, which has immediate
applications in the field of hybrid inertial sensing, where a
high data rate is required [8].

Moreover, for a delta-kick collimated ensemble we expect
a performance similar to the best chip traps, which is of
interest for experiments dedicated to high-accuracy measure-
ments in fundamental physics. Especially ground-based long
baseline experiments benefit from the demonstrated method,
e.g., the Very Long Baseline Atom Interferometer, which does
not allow for the use of chip traps, due to the choice of atoms,
scale of the device, and optical access requirements [32,67]. In
particular, we see applications for tests of quantum mechanics,
e.g., in the context of the continuous spontaneous localization
model [15,68,69]. Here, the sensitivity scales with the third
power of the number of condensed particles and a rapid en-
semble preparation together with a minimal final scattering
length is required [17]. Moreover, realizing interaction-free
BECs in free fall opens up the possibility of another class of
noninterferometric tests, probing deviations from the uncer-
tainty principle due to additional heating processes [14,16].

Beyond 39K, the evaporation methods demonstrated can
also be applied to source systems of other atomic species.

For rubidium, suitable magnetic Feshbach resonances exist
[70,71], but their narrower width and higher magnetic field
strength make them technologically more challenging for im-
proving evaporative cooling. For strontium and ytterbium,
magnetic resonances are not available due to the nondegener-
ate nature of their ground state. In this case, optical Feshbach
resonances (OFR), which modulate interatomic interactions
by coupling two colliding atoms to a bound molecular state,
have recently gained interest, due to their potential appli-
cations in molecule formation [72–75]. While broad OFRs
are accompanied by high losses caused by the spontaneous
decay of the excited molecular state [76], narrow linewidth
resonances of the forbidden 1S0 - 3P1 intercombination transi-
tion suppress this behavior and have been used to efficiently
change the atomic scattering length across large intervals
[77–79]. Finally, a resonance suitable for thermalization has
been identified for 88Sr [79,80], offering prospects for direct
evaporative cooling and its optimization using our method.
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